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Whirlwind Quilt

25649-A
2 panels

20422-A
½ yard

20427-E
¼ yard

25644-M
2 yards

20419-A
1 yard

20423-A
⅔ yard

20420-A
3½ yards - Backing

20428-M
1¼ yards

Sashings and Binding

Approximate Finish Size: 55" x 68" 
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Whirlwind Quilt
Designed by Jean Ann Wright
Skill Level: Beginner

Quilt Size: Approximately 55" x 68"
Block Size: 9"

Fabric Requirements:
2 panels 25649-A
1 yd 20419-A, block A
½ yd 20422-A, block A
¼ yd 20427-E, block B
⅔ yd 20423-A, block B
1¼ yd 20428-M, sashings and binding
2 yd 25644-M, borders
3½ yd 20420-A , backing fabric

Cutting:
(1) strip 17½" x 42½" 25649-A fussy cut with
Dorothy circles and rainbow 
(2) strips 6½" x 42½" 25649-A fussy cut film clip 
scenes
(4) 6⅞" squares 20419-A fussy cut scenes on point
(8) 5⅜" squares 20422-A cut in half on diagonal once 
to yield 16 triangles
(24) whirlwind blades 20427-E from pattern 
provided for blocks B
(6) 9½" x 8¾" rectangles 20423-A for blocks B
(6) 1½" x 43¼" strips 20428-M for horizontal
sashings
(2) 1½" x 60" strips 20428-M for vertical sashings
(4) 7½" x 60" strips 25644-M for borders
(7) 2¼" x width of fabric 20428-M strips for
binding

Sewing:
1. Block A : Sew a 20422-A
triangle to each side of the four 
20419-A fussy cut
squares. Make 4. (See Figure 1)

2. Block B: Using brown thread
and a wide buttonhole stitch
appliqué 4 whirlwind blades
20427-E to each of the
six 20423-A
squares. Make 6.
(See Figure 2)
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3. Sew a horizontal red sashing strip 20428-M to 
each side of the 3 fussy cut film strip panels. Trim red 
sashing strips to fit the same size as the panels. Make 
1 wide center film strip row and 2 narrow rows for the 
top and bottom of the quilt.

4. Sew 2 Blocks A and 3 Blocks B into a row. (You 
may need to trim each block B down slightly to adjust 
the row of blocks to fit the width of the center film 
strip rows.) (See Figure 3)

5. Alternate the 3 film strip rows and the 2 block rows 
to complete the center area of the quilt.

6. Measure the quilt top from top to bottom at the 
center of the quilt. Cut the 2 long red sashing strips 
20428-M to this measurement. Sew a long red
horizontal sashing to each side of the center of
the quilt.

7. Trim the vertical borders 25644-M to the same 
measurement as the long red sashings. Sew the
vertical borders to opposite sides of the quilt top.

8. Measure the quilt from side to side at the center. 
Cut the top and bottom borders 25644-M to this 
measurement. Sew the borders in place to complete 
the quilt.

Finishing:
1. Quilting: Sew the quilt backing into a 64" x 74" 
rectangle. Layer the quilt backing, batting and quilt 
top. Baste the layers together then quilt as desired.

2. Binding: Sew the binding strips into one long strip 
with small ends to small ends. Fold in half lengthwise 
and press on fold line. Pin and sew raw edges of 
binding to raw edges of top and quilt. Turn folded 
edge to back of quilt and stitch in place.
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